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      CR Conclusion 1. To make a valid assertion from the information in the argument, we can only rely on the facts that we are given: 1) A study found that middle-aged white Americans are sicker than middle-aged white Britons, 2) the researchers eliminated the lifestyle differences of diet, exercise, smoking, and drinking as causes of the health difference, and 3) average health care spending per person is higher in the United States than in Britain. If any additional information is needed in order to support an assertion, then it is not a valid conclusion. Be careful to avoid making unintentional assumptions! The health care costs given in the argument are the average costs per person per year in each nation, yet the study only looked at the health of middle-aged white people. It is unclear exactly what amount of money is spent on health care for the age group and race studied. For example, the average health care spending in the United States may include dramatically higher costs for care of premature infants, so it is possible that health care expenditures for the middle-aged white Americans in the study are actually the same as, or even less than, expenditures for their British counterparts. (A) Reducing health care spending in the United States by 50% would equalize the amount of money spent on health care in the United States and Britain. There is an assumption made that there is some reason to do so, perhaps in the hopes that American health will consequently improve to the level of British health, or perhaps simply to save money. The facts given in the argument are not sufficient to support this assertion. (B) Although the recent study indicated that the middle-aged white Americans have poorer health than their British counterparts despite apparently more expensive health care, there is no evidence that the cost of the health care is a cause of health or sickness for either group. (C) It is possible that health care in the United States costs more because the money is being used ineffectively. This assertion is one potential explanation for the poorer health of the Americans in the study, despite apparently higher spending on health care. However, more information is needed to conclusively make this assertion, such as proving that money is currently being wasted, and on what. Additionally, it is unclear exactly how much money is spent on health care for the age group and race studied, so the poorer health of the American patients does not necessarily tell us anything about the effectiveness of the money spent on them. (D) As mentioned previously, the health care costs given in the argument are the average per person per year in each nation, yet the study only looked at the health of middle-aged white people. It is unclear exactly what amount of money is spent on health care for the age group and race studied. While it is reasonable to wonder whether the average health care spending for middle-aged white Americans is less than the average health care spending for Americans in general, we don’t have enough information to conclude that this is the case. (E) CORRECT. The study revealed some differences in the health of middle- aged white Americans and middle-aged white Britons. The study did not indicate the reason for the difference. However, the researchers did eliminate the lifestyle differences of diet, exercise, smoking, and drinking as causes of the health difference. Thus, it can be conclusively asserted that something else (other than diet, exercise, smoking and drinking) must account for the difference in health for the two groups in the study. 2. This argument essentially asks us to find a conclusion that must be true based on the facts presented by the spokesperson. When you analyze the answer choices, remember that the correct answer to questions of this type must be the claim that does not require any additional assumptions. (A) This statement does not have to be true, since the female voters represented only slightly more than a half of the electorate. For example, the mayor would be able to receive 2/3 of all voters if he received all the votes of the male voters (i.e. 45%) and just some substantial portion of the female voters (say 40%). (B) This statement does not have to be true. For example, the incumbent mayor could have received the vast majority of the male votes and a smaller share of the female votes. (C) Since the incumbent mayor received 2/3 (i.e. approximately 67%) of the votes, the maximum number of votes received by any other candidate could have been around 33%, which is still substantially less than the number of votes received by the incumbent mayor. Since we do not know how many candidates participated in the election and the proportion of votes received by each candidate, we cannot conclude that no other candidate received more than 30% of all votes. (D) CORRECT. Since 55% of the voters were female, the remaining 45% were male; also, since all the voters were between ages 18 and 70, no voters, either male or female, could have been 75 years old. This answer choice does not require any additional assumptions and therefore must be true. (E) Even if the proportion of the male and female voters remains the same, their preferences may change substantially and there is no guarantee that they will vote in the same way in the next election. 3. When drawing a conclusion, we must remember not to conclude too much; i.e., do not make unwarranted assumptions. In this case, we are looking for the conclusion that must be true based only on the information given in the passage without requiring any additional assumptions. (A) While we are given information about the percentage of the total budgets spent on marketing, we have no information about the actual amount of money either company spent on marketing. (B) While we are given information about the percentage of the total budgets spent on production, we have no information about the actual amount of money either company spent on production. (C) Because we have no information on the sale price per copy for either company, we cannot make any conclusions about the revenue generated by either company. It’s very possible that Making Hits sold its copies at twice the price of the Song Factory copies, in which case the revenues for the two companies would be the same. (D) CORRECT. Since Making Hits spent 40% of its budget on production, 30% on marketing, and the rest on overhead, we can conclude that Making Hits spent 30% of its budget on overhead. Since the Song Factory spent 20% of its budget on production and 60% on marketing, and met its budget, it could not have spent more than 20% on overhead. Therefore, Making Hits spent a higher percentage of its budget on overhead than did the Song Factory. (E) A valid conclusion must be true. While it is possible, and perhaps even likely, that the percentage of the budget spent on marketing was a driver of sales, this is not necessarily true; there are many other factors that could have affected sales. For example, it is possible that the Song Factory sold more copies of its 10 albums because the music was better than the music produced at Making Hits, and not because the Song Factory spent a higher percentage on marketing. 4. Only two pieces of information are given about Airline A's standing room "seats" proposal. First, that it is geared toward increasing revenue in order to counteract declining profits. And second, that, since the proposal relates to passenger safety, it must be approved by the Federal Aviation Administration. Airline A must have concluded that the cost of implementation of its proposal is less than the revenue that the new seats will generate. (A) CORRECT. Since Airline A knows that its proposal would have to comply with safety standards, it must have concluded that the cost of compliance is worth it. In other words, the only way for Airline A to achieve its goal of increasing profit is to implement ideas that will generate more revenue than they cost. Airline A must therefore have concluded that the standing room only "seats" meet this criteria. (B) The statements in the passage imply nothing about whether Airline A believes that the Federal Aviation Administration will approve the proposal. Although Airline A must believe that the proposal has a chance of being approved (otherwise it's unlikely to have proposed it), the airline might have proposed its specific plan knowing that it might not be approved or, that it might have to be changed in certain ways. (C) Airline A's goal is simply to "counteract declining profits" caused by the high cost of jet fuel. This does not mean, however, that the proposal must fully mitigate the cost of jet fuel. As long as the proposal increases revenue without a corollary increase in cost, it will in some way (even if it's relatively small) counteract declining profits. (D) The passage does not mention any other ways that Airline A has considered increasing revenue. Therefore, it is impossible to conclude anything about Airline A's perception of its standing room "seats" proposal to any other ideas. (E) The statements in the passage do not address Airline A's view regarding the safety of the standing room only "seats". It is very possible that Airline A views its proposal as safe and sees no conflict between passenger safety and increasing revenue, much less that it has made any determination about the relative importance of these two issues. 5. The argument above provides a detailed description of a research study. Note that the question stem contains only factual information and does not have a conclusion. Our task is to provide the most probable conclusion for this argument, i.e. the one that must be true based on the provided evidence. When looking for the most probable conclusion, remember not to make any additional assumptions and choose the answer that directly follows from premises stated in the argument. (A) This statement does not have to be true. The argument provides evidence about the emotional progress of only 30 participants. The fact that we have no information about the vast majority of participants demonstrates that the statement in this answer choice cannot be justified. (B) While each participant did spend at least 2 hours each week attending the concerts, there is no information in the argument that would suggest that the students reduced their study time. For example, they could have attended the concerts in their free time. (C) This statement does not have to be true, since we have no information about the emotional progress of the vast majority of study participants. Note that even if the study did demonstrate a positive effect of classical music on the majority of participants, it would still be uncertain whether this effect would hold for the majority of young adults. (D) CORRECT. We know that 20 students attended the fewest number of concerts, 10 students attended the greatest number of concerts, and the remaining 170 students attended some other number of concerts in between. The term 'greatest' indicates that there are at least 3 different numbers of concerts attended by the students (as opposed to 'greater' to distinguish between 2 different numbers). Since each of the participants attended at least one concert per week during the 12 weeks of the experiment, all of the study participants must have attended at least 12 concerts. Even if the 20 bottom students attended the smallest possible number of concerts (i.e. 12), it must be the case that the next 170 students in the middle attended at least one more (i.e. at least 13 concerts) and the 10 most active participants must have attended at least one more than the middle group, i.e at least 14 concerts. Thus, it must be true that the 10 most active participants (i.e. more than 6 participants) attended at least 14 concerts, as stated in this answer choice. Note that if the students attended more concerts than the minimum requirement, the number of students with at least 14 concerts attended will be even greater, still validating the accuracy of this statement. (E) The argument does not explicitly state whether the participants received free access to the concerts or had to pay for admission (e.g. they could have just received a discount). In addition, no information is provided about the motivation of study participants. 6. This argument concludes that spelling bees should only use anglicized words in the dictionary because spelling should be the only criterion that determines the winner. To make this point, the author must believe that correctly spelling spoken foreign words requires knowledge of the phonetics of the particular language. (A) This choice does not have to follow from the argument, as a correct inference must. The winner did not have to know how to spell most of the anglicized words in the dictionary, only the ones that she was given. (B) This choice does not have to follow from the argument, as a correct inference must. All contestants don’t have to find foreign words more difficult. For instance, the child of German parents might find it easy to spell Ursprache. (C) This choice does not have to follow from the argument, as a correct inference must. In fact, it must follow from the argument that contestants should be judged only by their spelling ability, not by their facility with "all aspects of language." (D) CORRECT. The author wants to exclude foreign words because spelling bees should be based only on spelling ability, not on "knowledge of linguistics and international phonetics." Thus, the author must believe that spelling foreign words correctly when they are spoken requires knowledge of the phonetics of the foreign language in question. (E) This choice does not have to follow from the argument, as a correct inference must. While this might be factually true, no where in the argument is there any comparison between the number of words in English and that of any other language. 7. This argument includes statistics about the relative increases in the consumption of fish and poultry in Eastland, respectively, as well as the population growth in Eastland during the same period. Because we are given only information about the percentage increases of fish consumption, poultry consumption, and the population of Eastland, we should look for an inference that is closely tied to percentage information and not actual numbers. (A) Though poultry consumption increased at a higher rate than fish consumption, there is no way to determine if this is due to the dietary habits of the new arrivals in Eastland. It is also possible that consumption among long- time residents of Eastland increased at a dramatically higher rate. (B) We are given information about the relative rate of increases, not the actual amounts of poultry or fish consumed. As a result, there is no way to know if this statement is true. (C) CORRECT. As we are given that the population of Eastland increased by 6 percent, and the total consumption of poultry increased by 9 percent in the same period, then it must be the case that the per capita, or average, consumption of poultry rose from 2000 to 2005. For example, let's say that the population of Eastland increased by 6 percent from 1000 to 1060 people, while the consumption of poultry increased by 9 percent from 100 to 109 units. The per capita consumption in 2000 would have been exactly 100/1000 while the per capita consumption in 2005 would have been 109/1060, a slightly greater value. (D) There is no way to determine if fish or poultry comprised a regular portion of the diets of “a significant proportion” of Eastland residents, as the cited percentage increases may have come from very low original amounts. (E) There are many variables in determining the profits of wholesale distributors aside from the total consumption of poultry or fish. For example, labor costs, transport, and procurement could all impact the profitability of distribution companies. It is not possible to determine that the profitability of these companies maintained the same relationship as the total consumption of poultry and fish. 8. Since the passage contains information about both TopNotch High School graduates and those accepted to Ivy League universities, a valid conclusion must contain information that does not contradict either situation. In addition, a valid conclusion must remain true for every possible situation compatible with the passage. In contrast, a conclusion can be shown to be invalid if it can be demonstrated that a situation can occur that does not contradict the passage, but contradicts the given conclusion. Be careful not to make unwarranted assumptions: for example, a person who attends a school does not necessary graduate from it, a person who graduates from high school does not necessarily apply to a university, and a person who is accepted to a university does not necessarily attend it. (A) The passage states that every student with an IQ of 150 who applies to the Ivy League will be accepted by at least one of the universities. However, it is possible that a graduate of TopNotch High with an IQ of 150 did not apply, and thereby was not accepted, to any of the schools. Hence, this conclusion is not valid. (B) The passage states that every graduate of TopNotch High has an IQ of over 120. The conclusion only states that the student is a high school graduate and that he has an IQ of less than 120. It does NOT state that he or she was a graduate of TopNotch High. It is possible, however, that after attending TopNotch High for a period of time, he or she graduated from another high school. If this is the case, the situation does not contradict the passage, but contradicts the conclusion (he or she was a student at TopNotch High). Hence, this conclusion is not valid. (C) CORRECT. Nothing in the passage precludes a person who is a graduate of TopNotch High from having an IQ of 130 and from attending an Ivy League university. Neither does anything in the passage preclude a person who has an IQ of 130 and is attending an Ivy League school to have graduated from TopNotch High. Therefore, it is possible for both situations to exist simultaneously, so the conclusion is valid. (D) The conclusion states that most, but not necessarily all, of the graduates from TopNotch High with IQ of 120 who apply to the Ivy League are accepted by at least one of the school. The conclusion, however, does not state positively that any of the TopNotch High graduates had an IQ of over 150. Hence, even if it is unlikely, it is possible that none of the TopNotch graduates had IQ of over 150, and, of the remaining graduates who applied to the Ivy League, none were accepted to an Ivy League university. This conclusion is thereby not valid. (E) The passage states that any student with an IQ of 150 who applies to one or more Ivy League universities will be accepted to at least one of them. It is possible, however, that some of those who had applied and been accepted to an Ivy League university chose not to attend. Hence, this conclusion is not valid. 9. This passage relates information from two studies concerning high school seniors: the first discusses the financial responsibilities of high school seniors, while the second explains the coursework in finance taken by typical high school seniors. On the GMAT, a proper response to a draw-a-conclusion question must be directly supported by evidence from the passage. (A) Although it might be true that schools would be wise to educate students in finance, this is an opinion; it doesn't necessarily need to follow from the given evidence. A conclusion must be directly supported by evidence from the passage without any additional information or assumptions. (B) The fact that one-third of high school seniors claim “significant financial responsibilities” to their families does not necessarily mean that these same students work “part-time jobs after school.” There are many possible ways that these students might earn money for their families. If they do work, they might work on weekends or over the summer, for example. (C) CORRECT. The first study states that one-third of all high school seniors have significant financial responsibilities to their families. The second study states that 80% of seniors have opened a bank account, and of this 80%, one- third has bounced a check. The number of seniors that has bounced a check (one-third of 80%) is fewer than the number of seniors with significant financial responsibilities to their families (one-third of 100%). (D) The passage states that certain high school seniors who contribute to the food, shelter, or clothing for themselves or their families rate themselves as having significant financial responsibilities. This does not mean that any high school senior who contributes to these categories has significant financial responsibilities. (E) The passage states that one-third of high school seniors say that they have “significant financial responsibilities.” This in no way indicates that the other two- thirds have “no” responsibilities. Because no information is given about the other two-thirds of the students, a reasoned conclusion cannot be drawn about them. 10. The analyst presents several points about the business talents of creative professionals. In drawing a conclusion from the analyst's argument, we must be careful to choose a provable claim, whether or not this claim pulls together all the premises. We also must avoid extending the analyst's argument or selecting statements that are too extreme. Finally, we must not allow this process to be clouded by reactions to the content of the argument; whether or not we agree with the premises, we have to find a provable conclusion. (A) This choice takes the passage's claim that creativity and business acumen rarely go hand in hand to an extreme. The analyst does not assert that absolutely no successful people are creative. (B) CORRECT. The passage states that most creative types are less skilled in business than the average white-collar worker who does not work in a creative field. This implies that some creative types are not less skilled than the average white-collar worker who is not creative. (C) This choice again takes the passage's claim that creativity and business acumen rarely go hand in hand to an extreme. Creativity and business acumen are not mutually exclusive. (D) The passage does not say that all white-collar workers are successful, nor does it say that no creative professionals are successful. (E) The passage makes a distinction between creative talent and business acumen. This does not mean that there are no aspects of business that fall under the realm of creativity. 11. The passage states that health savings accounts will undermine the health of the public because people will not use them for preventive care. Furthermore, people who cannot afford them will not be able to receive even basic care such as vaccinations. The correct answer will be a conclusion that can be supported solely by the facts stated in the argument, without relying on outside information or additional assumptions. (A) The argument does not provide enough information to conclude that wealthy individuals will not be affected negatively by health savings accounts. The argument never specifically mentions wealthy individuals, just people in general. (B) The argument does not provide enough information to conclude that private health insurance will no longer be available. In fact, private health insurance is never mentioned. (C) The author argues that people will not get regular preventive examinations, and will therefore not receive medical attention until diseases are advanced. This logic, even if true, does not allow us to conclude that most diseases are detected during regular preventive examinations. (D) CORRECT. The argument states that "poor people, who will not be able to afford health savings accounts, will no longer receive vaccinations". Based on this statement, it is reasonable to conclude that some people without health savings are likely to contract infectious diseases. (E) The argument does not provide enough information to conclude that the causal relationship between an individual's health and that person’s medical care has been adequately documented. In fact, neither the link between medical care and health nor documentation of such a link is directly discussed. 12. This argument provides that albinos, or people whose bodies do not produce melanin, are unusually susceptible to solar exposure. This suggests a connection between the production of melanin in humans and protection from sunburn and other sun-related ailments; we should look for a conclusion that draws this connection. (A) The argument does not indicate that people born with albinism somehow develop other natural defenses against sun-related health issues. (B) This conclusion is too extreme to be supported by the argument; nothing in the argument suggests that humans whose bodies produce high levels of melanin can "easily ignore" sunburn or other sun-related health issues. (C) There is no indication in the argument that sunburn reduces melanin production. (D) CORRECT. The argument does strongly suggest that melanin plays some role in protecting the skin from developing sunburn and other sun-related ailments, since albinos do not produce melanin and are unusually susceptible to sun-related ailments. (E) It is not suggested in the argument that an albino person could not protect him or herself from solar exposure through artificial means, e.g. wearing protective clothing or powerful sunblock. 13. The text tells us that celiac disease results when the body mistakes gluten for a harmful pathogen, causing damage to the intestine. We are also told that gluten is a protein found in certain grains, and that people suffering from celiac disease must eliminate it from their diets. Finally, we are told that symptoms of the disease include cramps, bloating, and anemia. We need to find an answer choice that is inferable from these facts alone. (A) Anemia is just one of several symptoms of the disease. We do not know whether everyone who has the disease will also develop anemia. (B) We do not know whether eliminating gluten will cure the disease, only that people with the disease must not eat gluten. Perhaps the disease will exist anyway in a latent form. (C) We do not know whether the symptoms mentioned are also symptoms of other conditions. (D) We do not know whether gluten is found only in grains. It may exist in other foods as well. (E) CORRECT. If the body mistakes gluten for a harmful pathogen, then it must be true that the body cannot always recognize harmless substances. 14. When drawing a conclusion, we must remember not to conclude too much. In this case, we are looking for the conclusion that comes directly from the information given without requiring any additional assumptions. (A) CORRECT. In general, Mayville experiences a greater number of delays per 100 flights than Newcomb does. However, when delays caused by bad weather are discounted, Mayville has 5 fewer delays per 100 flights. Since the two airports run the same number of flights, bad weather must cause a greater number of delays at Mayville Airport than at Newcomb Airport. (B) While we can conclude that Mayville experiences a greater number of delays caused by bad weather, we cannot make any conclusions about the relative weather conditions at either airport. It is very possible that the airports experience the same weather, but that for some reason Newcomb’s airport is better equipped than Mayville’s airport to handle inclement weather (e.g. the fleet of aircraft at Newcomb is better suited to bad weather, or the air traffic controllers at Newcomb are more competent, etc.). Some other factor could cause the discrepancy in weather related delays aside from the weather conditions being different. (C) While we can conclude that Mayville experiences a greater number of delays caused by bad weather, we have no information about delays caused by mechanical problems. There may be other reasons aside from either bad weather or mechanical problems that account for departure delays (e.g. human error). (D) We have no information regarding the quality of airplane fleets at either airport. (E) The argument gives no information about arrival delays. 15. The cost of flour from the local mill is higher than the cost of the flour from the out-of-state mill. However, when purchasing from the out-of-state mill, Barry’s Bagels must pay shipping and handling fees that would not apply to a purchase from the local mill. Purchasing the flour from the out-of-state mill will only be cheaper if those shipping and handling fees are smaller than the difference in the flour costs of the two suppliers. Also, we cannot assume any additional information or move beyond the scope of the given premises in order to find the conclusion. (A) Lower production costs could explain the lower price of the flour from Isadore’s Interstate Mill, but there may be a variety of other reasons. We cannot state this conclusively. (B) It is possible that the number of local flour mill jobs would be decreased, but no evidence in the passage leads to that conclusion. (C) CORRECT. This statement properly identifies the point that, for ordering from an out-of-state mill to be less expensive, the shipping and handling fees must be less than the difference in the flour costs of the two suppliers. Say, for example, that a batch of flour costs $100 from Larry’s Local Mill. The passage tells us that the same batch would cost $90 from Isadore’s Interstate Mill, yet when purchasing from Isadore’s, shipping and handling fees would apply. We are told that Isadore’s total cost is cheaper than Larry’s, so mathematically that is: $90 + Shipping & Handling < $100, which means that Shipping & Handling < $10 = 10% of the cost of flour from Larry’s. (D) If shipping and handling fees were more than 10 percent, purchasing from the out-of-state supplier would be more expensive, not less. (E) Higher efficiency could explain the lower price of the flour from Isadore’s Interstate Mill, but there may be a variety of other reasons. We cannot state this conclusively. 16. The text tells us that the revenues for independent movies for the first have of this year are already greater than the total revenues for independent movies for all of last year. We are then asked to draw a conclusion based on that information. (A) There is no way to predict box-office receipts for the year. (B) There is no way to know how many movies were released in the first half of last year. (C) We cannot infer that the price of a movie ticket has not increased. (D) CORRECT. The average revenue per film = total revenues ÷ number of films. Revenues: We are told that the revenues for independent movies for the first half of this year (say $1000) are already greater than the total revenues for all of last year (say $999). Number of Films: We know that more independent movies were released last year (say 10) than in the first half of this year (say 9). We can clearly see that the average revenues per film for independent movies in the first half of this year ($1000 ÷ 9) are greater than the average revenues for all independent movies released last year ($999 ÷ 10). (E) We cannot infer that more people have seen movies in the first half of this year, even though revenues are higher. It could be, for example, that the same number of people saw movies but ticket prices have risen sharply. 17. The passage presents information about what office employees who work 8-hour days and who have worked at home told a certain magazine. The first piece of information is about what some of those office employees actually do: 25 percent of office employees actually work less than an hour on days that they work at home. The second piece of information is about what some of those office employees believe: 90 percent believe that they are more productive working at home than at the office. A proper GMAT conclusion must be provable by those two pieces of information. (A) The passage only provides information about the working hours of 25 percent of the office employees. The passage does not provide any information regarding the working hours of the other 75 percent, hence, it is not possible to conclude anything about the office employees on average. For example, it is possible that the other 75 percent of the office employees work 14 hour days when working from home. It is also possible that they work 6 hour days when working from home. (B) The passage provides no information about the actual productivity of any of the office employees. It only provides information about what the office employees believe about their productivity. (C) CORRECT. 90 percent of the office employees believe that they are more productive at home than at work. At the same time, 25 percent of the office employees actually work fewer hours when they work at home than when they work at the office. The overlap between these two groups is at least 15 percent of all of the office employees. This group of employees believes that they are more productive at home than at work and yet this group actually works fewer hours at home than at work. Thus, these employees must not define productivity exclusively in terms of the number of hours worked. (D) The passage discusses the actual work hours of 25 percent of the office employees. Then it describes the beliefs of 90 percent of office employees regarding their productivity. First, there is no necessary link between an individual's beliefs about his or her productivity and that individual’s actual productivity; hence, no conclusion can be made regarding actual productivity from the information about beliefs. Second, the number of hours worked alone is not an indication of productivity; it is possible, for example, that an employee who works 1 hour is more productive in terms of work done per hour than when he works 8 hours and yet that employee might still accomplish more total work when working 8 hours. Therefore, it is not possible to conclude anything regarding productivity for any of the office employees. (E) The fact that 90 percent of the office employees believe they are more productive at home than at work does not necessarily contradict the fact that 25 percent of the office employees work fewer hours at home than at work. It is possible to work fewer hours and still be more productive. 18. The passage gives information about Monday’s business at two lemonade stores. The question asks us to make an assertion, or conclusion, based on the information provided. The answer choice that requires no additional assumptions will be the correct answer. (A) This conclusion is incorrect. If Daisy’s sells its lemonade at a lower price than the Lemon Shack, and if the stores reported identical revenues for the day, then Daisy’s sold more cups of lemonade than the Lemon Shack, not less. (B) We know nothing about the quality of lemonade at either store. (C) CORRECT. If the stores reported identical revenues and identical profits, the profit equation Profit = Revenue – Cost tells us that their costs must have been identical as well. (D) We know nothing about the preferences of lemonade consumers. (E) We know nothing about the market conditions surrounding either store. Therefore, we cannot make any conclusions about what might happen if the Lemon Shack were to lower its prices. It is very possible that the Lemon Shack could in fact sell many more cups per day at lower prices, and it’s possible this could lead to higher revenues. 19. In this argument, a cause-and-effect relationship is presented between American scientists signing long-term contracts with foreign companies and the government's restrictions on stem cell research. This cause-and-effect relationship is the key to the correct answer. (A) CORRECT. If American scientists signed the contracts because of U.S. restrictions, we can infer that the new companies they signed with were under fewer restrictions. Therefore, at least some foreign companies must work under fewer restrictions than some American companies do. (B) While it is possible that once the restrictions are banned American companies will want to hire more scientists and will seek them overseas, there are too many unknowns between the premises we have have been given and this conclusion. It is doubtful that an increase in the number of immigrating stem cell research scientists would have a significant impact on the number of foreign professionals overall. (C) This passage is about government restrictions; we are given no information about financial backing. Beware of extreme statements such as in all parts of the world. (D) We are not given any information regarding America's current or future position in terms of stem cell research. Though restrictions and scientists switching companies are two issues related to a company's prosperity, we are given no information about how these directly affect America's position. (E) We are not given any information that will help us predict the behavior of the scientists in the future. 20. The argument presents data about deaths due to medical errors. A campaign designed to reduce these deaths due to lethal errors does indeed reduce the number of deaths over an 18-month period. No conclusion is presented in the body of the argument; in fact, the question asks us to "infer" or draw a conclusion from the given statements. The conclusion, therefore, will be found in the answer choices; our task is to find a statement that follows directly from the given statements without introducing any new information or assumptions. (A) While this might generally be true in the real world, the given information does not address whether doctors and nurses are too careless in conducting their jobs. (B) While the campaign did save a large number of people, we cannot say that every single person who would have died was saved; this answer choice is too extreme. (C) The argument does not provide information to make predictions about the future; in addition, this answer choice is extreme. Common sense tells us that we cannot prevent every single medical error in the future. (D) CORRECT. This statement can be inferred from the original argument. If the campaign saved the lives of people who otherwise would have died of medical error, then the absence of the campaign would have meant that many of those people might not have been saved. Notice that this answer choice is more of a restatement of the given information, rather than what we would consider a true conclusion in the real world; this is typical of correct answer choices on GMAT inference questions. (E) While this sounds like a good idea, given the evidence, the argument does not provide information to make predictions about the future. 21. According to the statements, the companies that own private aircraft for business use are fully in compliance with the relevant law, which is summarized. A correct inference will be a statement that must follow from at least part of the premises given. (A) It does not have to be true that the law costs the businesses money, as no evidence about the relative costs is given. (B) This choice is an irrelevant comparison, as the preferences of the executives are not the concern of the statements. (C) This choice does not have to follow, as there is no information given about the travel arrangements made by large companies. The statements only indicate that the majority of private planes are not owned by large companies. (D) There is no information given about the travel arrangements of upper level executives and no reason to believe that those with the companies discussed do not comply with their companies’ policies. (E) CORRECT. If, as the statements indicate, the companies are in full compliance with this law, it must be true that the executives following their guidelines also are. 22. Antoine is alarmed that the number of children on antipsychotic medication has increased by 73 percent. Lucy begins her reply with “but,” indicating that she is about to counter either Antoine’s facts or his alarm; she accepts his facts but addresses his alarm. If the number of children taking antipsychotic medication is still within the normal range, the rate at which the total number has increased is not cause for alarm. Lucy shows that even though the total number of children on such medications has increased, children still take antipsychotic drugs at an even lower rate than do adults, and the current adult rate is considered normal. (A) Lucy’s argument is that the rate of adults taking antipsychotic drugs is normal, and the rate of children taking such drugs is even lower. Thus, the argument does not lead to the conclusion that the current level of antipsychotic drug use in children is abnormally high. (B) CORRECT. This statement properly identifies the conclusion to which Lucy’s argument is leading. (C) Lucy does not dispute Antoine’s statistics, and her argument is designed to make a conclusion about their interpretation, not about their accuracy. Also, it is mathematically possible for the increase in the use of such medicines to be 73 percent, as Antoine cites. An increase from 3.8 to 6.6 out of every 1,000 represents an approximately 73 percent increase. (D) There is no information about what might happen in the future, so no conclusion can be made about whether the use of antipsychotic medicines by children will increase or decrease, or at what rate that might happen. (E) No information in Lucy’s argument supports the conclusion that the rate of antipsychotic drug use in children is higher than that reported. 23. The statements indicate that DNA analysis has become more sophisticated and thus produced better results. The passage comments on a "new analysis" and “a very startling new theory” about the origins of modern man and chimpanzees. An appropriate inference would focus on what must follow from those statements. (A) This choice does not have to follow from the information given, as GMAT inferences must. While the hybridized species must have had positive attributes, it certainly did not have to combine the best of pre-humans and chimpanzees. (B) This choice does not have to follow. Politics and religion are outside the scope of this argument and thus the existence of such pressures is not a given. (C) This choice is too extreme to have to follow from the statements. We don’t know any specifics about the capacity or direction of the research. (D) CORRECT. The passage states that a "new analysis of the genetic links between early humans and chimpanzees has led to a hypothesis that the two species diverged more recently than previous estimates indicated." The fact that this is a "new" analysis suggests that prior analysis had already established the links; also, since the new theory has altered the time frame for the divergence, it follows that some genetic link and subsequent divergence was already ascertained. (E) This choice does not have to follow from the information given. Nothing is said about the differences between human and chimpanzee DNA. We do not know if the differences involve complexity or something else, such as the composition of the DNA. 24. The passage provides two pieces of statistical information about the restaurant business in the United States. Both pieces of information are framed in terms of percentages. To draw a proper GMAT conclusion, we will need to find an answer choice that is directly in line with the statistical data cited in the passage. (A) The passage makes no connection between the availability of energy-efficient equipment and a 30 percent reduction in energy costs. (B) The passage provides no information about the annual energy costs of any industry except the restaurant business. While the passage states that the restaurant business wastes more energy than any other industry in the United States, it makes no claim about the amount spent on energy by the restaurant industry relative to other industries. (C) The difference in relative energy savings accrued by a small restaurant as compared to that of a large restaurant is not addressed in the passage. (D) According to the passage, $8 billion (80% of the $10 billion spent on energy each year) is squandered on inefficient equipment. This leaves $2 billion unaccounted for in the passage. This does not necessarily mean that some of this $2 billion is not squandered; it simply means that it is not squandered on inefficient equipment. It might, for example, be squandered on employees who forget to turn off the lights after closing. (E) CORRECT. Since the waste attributed to the use of inefficient equipment accounts for 80% of the $10 billion spent on energy each year, savings from other sources could account for, at most, 20% of the $10 billion spent. Thus, the replacement of inefficient equipment represents – by far – the largest potential source of energy savings. 25. The government is attempting to limit the release of carcinogens by chemical plants, but it is permitting the chemical industry itself to monitor the plan’s implementation. The author believes this to be an unacceptable proposal, since the past behavior of certain chemical companies indicates that they will increase their emissions of toxic carcinogens. (A) The author states only that certain chemical companies cannot be trusted; saying that no company can be trusted is too extreme. (B) The argument states that the chemical industry does release certain carcinogens but does not suggest that it releases the majority of carcinogens. (C) CORRECT. This statement properly identifies the author’s argument that the net result of the plan will be an increase of toxic carcinogens into the air. (D) The argument is about a certain proposal in a specific industry; it is too far reaching to argue that the author believes the government should always monitor all of its proposals. (E) This is not the point of the argument. Moreover, it is never suggested that these chemicals are more hazardous than other cancer-causing chemicals. 26. The oil executives argue that the leases should not be renegotiated because a duly executed contract should be strictly honored. The best answer choice will reflect this argument. (A) This is a tempting answer because the windfall from the government error is certainly an opportunistic event that is unlike to repeat itself. However, it does not reflect the argument that the oil executives have made justifying their opposition to renegotiating the leases and therefore is not the best answer. (B) The oil company executives would not agree with this answer choice: should the positions be reversed, they would certainly not want the government to hold them to a contract that contains an error unfavorable to them. (C) While it is true that the taxpayers’ loss is the oil companies’ gain, this answer choice does not reflect the argument that the oil executives have made justifying their opposition to renegotiating the leases and therefore is not the best answer. (D) CORRECT. The executives argue that the government should strictly honor the agreement already in place; i.e., they should not “change the rules in the middle of the game.” (E) While the unexpected windfall may indeed be “sweet” to the oil executives, getting “revenge” requires that some prior injustice was inflicted by the government upon the oil companies. There is nothing in the passage that indicates or implies such. 27. The argument first presents a rule (only students with at least a 2.5 GPA can play school sports) and then a fact (Amy is on a school sports team). It then draws a logical conclusion: Amy must have at least a 2.5 GPA. Questions that ask us to summarize the main point are asking us to restate the conclusion. (A) Although this statement is true, it is not the main point of the argument. The main point is the conclusion that Amy must have at least a 2.5 GPA. (B) Amy's tennis skills are irrelevant to the entire argument. (C) This choice states an opinion about the presented rule; it does not restate the conclusion. (D) CORRECT. This choice restates the conclusion that Amy must have earned at least a 2.5 GPA. (E) Amy could still be captain if her GPA were "lower," as long as her GPA didn't drop below a 2.5. 28. The tension indicated in the argument is that between the benefits of focusing on one primary product or service and the inherent risks of relying too heavily on an undiversified income stream. The correct answer choice must exemplify this tension. (A) CORRECT. This example correctly identifies a company with a clear, narrow focus – a local messenger service - that enjoys a competitive advantage because of its reputation for speedy deliveries. At the same time, its undiversified income stream becomes problematic when a factor outside of its control – the relocation of local businesses out of state – forces it to lay off employees. (B) This example does not specify any particular focus of the advertising agency nor does it demonstrate any major cash flow consequences due to the loss of the client. (C) In contrast to the predicament described in the passage, this example describes a company that is interested in diversifying its holdings. (D) The fact that the construction company is attempting to increase its profits does not illustrate the tension described in the passage. (E) Though the specialty sandwich store that uses local ingredients might be called a very focused company, there is no evidence presented that this focus has had any adverse effect on cash flow. 29. The passage provides some specific information about the effects of calorie restriction. In rats and mice, this diet is known to prolong life by preventing diseases. In a study of moderately overweight humans, insulin levels and body temperature decreased. A proper GMAT inference will be based on the specific information provided, without relying on any significant assumptions. (A) The passage states that calorie restriction in mice and rats prolongs life by preventing diseases. The human study had much more limited findings – that calorie restriction in moderately overweight humans decreases insulin levels and body temperature. While these traits are known to be associated with longevity, there are no data that link calorie restriction itself to prolonged human life. Additionally, calorie restriction may have other unstated effects, unrelated to longevity. There is no information in the passage that indicates whether these effects are the same in humans as in mice and rats. Finally, the use of the term "humans" is far too general; the study dealt only with moderately overweight humans and so any inference would need to be restricted to this subset of individuals. (B) While the passage indicates that certain traits known to be associated with longevity are found in moderately overweight humans who reduce their calorie intake, this is far removed from the conclusion that calorie intake will actually increase a human's lifespan. Additionally, the use of the term "humans" is far too general; the study dealt only with moderately overweight humans and so any inference would need to be restricted to this subset of individuals. (C) The study observed that individuals with the greatest percentage decrease in their calorie intake demonstrated the greatest decrease in insulin levels and body temperature. This shows a strong correlation between calorie intake and insulin levels. However, this correlation is not necessarily direct. It is possible that this correlation holds, but only up to a point. For example, it might be the case that any reduction in calorie intake over 50 percent does not result in any additional insulin level decreases. Moreover, the passage only draws this correlation for individuals with the greatest percent decrease in calorie intake. It is very possible that individuals with a relatively low decrease in calorie intake exhibit the exact same decrease in insulin levels as individuals with a moderate decrease in calorie intake. (D) The study makes no reference to the health of individuals who reduce their calorie intake. It tries to draw some connection to the longevity of those individuals, but longevity is not the same as health. An individual could live a very long, unhealthy life. (E) CORRECT. The passage states that the greatest decrease in insulin levels was observed in individuals with the greatest percentage change in their calorie intake. This means that some individuals in the study reduced their calorie intake by a greater percentage than other individuals in the study. The passage also states that the study participants reduced their individual calorie intakes by "at least 25 percent." Thus, one can safely infer that there were some participants who reduced their calorie intake by more than 25 percent. 30. The argument explains that the new “Click It or Ticket” law is generating controversy. Under the new law, drivers can be cited for not wearing their seat belts, even in the absence of an additional driving infraction. Any acceptable inference must be directly supported by evidence from the text. (A) CORRECT. The entire controversy is based on the new law that allows motorists to be cited, even in the absence of an additional infraction. Thus, it follows that prior to the passage of this law, an additional driving infraction must have been necessary in order to stop and cite an individual for not wearing a seat belt. (B) Search and seizure laws are never mentioned in the text. This answer choice is outside the scope of the argument. (C) Laws in other states are never mentioned in the text. This answer choice is outside the scope of the argument. (D) Though the text states that the new regulation might save countless additional lives, the effectiveness of the previous laws are never mentioned. (E) No preference is stated between law enforcement groups and the citizens' groups. This answer choice is simply an opinion that is unsubstantiated by the text. 31. We are asked to determine what we can infer based upon the given information; on the GMAT, whatever we infer must be based only upon the argument itself and cannot extend beyond the scope of that argument. (A) The argument says nothing about requirements in other states; this choice is out of scope. (B) While it may be illegal for those under 21 to consume alcohol, the argument makes no mention of special rules for this age category. Indeed, the argument says that "hunters" have to sign the pledge, not just "hunters aged 21 and over." (C) CORRECT. The argument says that the hunter must have completed a safety program within the past five years. If he has not, then he will have to do so before he can be eligible for a permit. (Note that this choice doesn't say he will get a permit if he completes the program again; we don't know what other requirements he may not meet. We only know that he will have to retake the program, at least, before he can become eligible.) (D) This choice mentions someone who "isn't 18 years old." Someone who isn't 18 can be either younger than 18 or older than 18 and, according to the argument, those older than 18 are eligible for permits if they complete all of the requirements. (E) While this may be true as a general rule, it is outside of the scope of the argument, which mentions nothing about danger or why these rules were enacted. In addition, any requirements cannot "ensure" that nobody ever gets hurt; they can only help to minimize risks. 32. The passage describes how public complaints about one issue (corruption in unregulated service industries) can have consequences (increased costs) that lead to new public complaints. The correct answer will tie together this information without assuming too much. (A) This answer choice is too extreme. While regulation does often result in increased costs, which consumers don't like, the regulation presumably halts the corruption, which consumers also don't like. (B) This answer choice is a judgment call based on the idea that the increased costs are less desirable than the corruption. The passage does not provide information to support this claim. (C) The passage doesn't address what types of services are subject to public protest. In addition, the word "only" is extreme. (D) CORRECT. This answer summarizes what the passage describes – a cycle of public discontent. Notice that the correct “inference” or “conclusion” here isn't much more than a summary of the premises in the passage. (E) In the passage, the author says "regulation often leads to increased costs for the consumer" due to decreased competition. Always is not the same as often. This answer choice is too extreme. 33. For questions asking us to draw a conclusion, we need to base the conclusion only on the information presented; we cannot add any new information or assumptions. In addition, remember that we are not required to use all of the information presented in the premises, though the more information we can include, the better (as long as we don't take it too far!). (A) The passage says that grapefruit or grapefruit juice ingested within an hour will "significantly" diminish the effectiveness of the medication. This does not mean that grapefruit or grapefruit juice ingested more than an hour before the medication is ingested will have no effect on the medication; it may have a mild effect. (B) The passage speaks only of taking the medication after ingesting grapefruit; it says nothing about the effects of eating grapefruit after taking the medication. (C) The passage implies that the pain receptors that the specific medication works on are the pain receptors that are affected by grapefruit. This does not mean that these are the only pain receptors in the brain. (D) CORRECT. The passage says that the medication has been shown to be less effective when taken after grapefruit consumption. Furthermore, grapefruit has been shown to affect the binding of the medication to pain receptors. It can be concluded that effective binding is needed to enable the effectiveness of the medication. (E) This choice is out of scope. We are given no information about possible research or design of new migraine medications. 34. We are asked to draw a conclusion based on the educator's statements. The educator states that children who demonstrate early talent for music are encouraged to pursue it while children who do not show such talent are not encouraged and thus deprive themselves of the opportunity to develop a latent talent. We must find an answer choice that is based only on these statements. (A) This choice states that music education should not devote special attention to talented students. This goes beyond the scope of the educator's statements. (B) This choice states that everyone has the potential to learn music. This goes beyond the scope of the educator's statements. The educator is arguing against classifying students as musically inept at an early age because they might have latent talent that is not showing itself. He is not necessarily saying that everyone has the potential to learn music. (C) CORRECT. By referring to the latent talent that some children may be neglecting, the educator is implying that not all talent shows its face at an early age. (D) The fact that children who are directed towards other activities have learned to think of themselves as musically inept doesn't mean that children are particularly sensitive to criticism from adults. The being "directed towards other activities" is not necessarily best characterized criticism, and furthermore, it is not just children that tend to think themselves incapable of something if they don't partake in that activity. (E) The educator is not necessarily claiming that all children should study music. The correct answer is C. 35. The correct answer is C. The text states that preparation, like equipment, is a major factor in the risk of injury during high-risk activities. People who are poorly trained run a higher risk of injury even if provided with the best equipment. From this we can infer that whatever benefits might derive from the best equipment can be negated by improper training. This is choice C. 36. The correct answer is C. The passage that heart scans take less time than angiograms and do not require recovery time. They are also more sensitive than angiograms. But they use more radiation than other diagnostic procedures. And finally, their sensitivity can result in detection of harmless abnormalities that may worry patients. We are asked to find among the choices a conclusion that can be drawn on the basis of that information. Choice A states that a heart scan is safer than an angiogram. We are given no information about the relative safety of the procedures. Incorrect. Choice B states that patients should not be concerned about heart abnormalities that appear in a heart scan. This misrepresents the information in the passage. The passage simply stated that the scans may pick up harmless abnormalities, not that all abnormalities are harmless. Incorrect. Choice C states that a heart scan could result in indirect harm by causing a patient to undergo risky unnecessary procedures. This is supported by the passage, which states that the scans could result in undue concern and treatment. Correct. Choice D states an angiogram is the appropriate treatment for most patients. The information in the passage does not support this. In fact, if anything, the passage would seem to support the contradictory assertion that heart scans are more appropriate for most patients. Incorrect. Choice E states that a heart scan is more expensive. We are given no information about cost. Incorrect. Assumptions 1. The Police Commissioner's proposal hopes to decrease the number of crimes in city Y by shifting police officers from low-crime to high-crime districts. His proposal is based on data that demonstrate that crime decreases when additional police officers are moved into a district. However, the data do not mention anything about the effect on the districts from which the police officers were removed. The commissioner's plan is based on the assumption that the movement of police officers will not have any adverse effects on the low-crime districts. (A) While it is encouraging that a similar plan worked successfully in City X, this fact is certainly not essential for the success of the plan in City Y. The cities may be so different as to make the comparison meaningless. (B) The police commissioner's proposal is focused solely on decreasing the number of crimes in city Y. The severity of the crimes has no bearing on whether the commissioner's proposal will succeed or not. (C) The actual numerical distinction between high and low-crime areas of the city is immaterial to the commissioner's proposal. For instance, if the number of crimes committed in all high crime districts was only double (instead of more than triple) the number of crimes committed in low crime districts, the proposal could still be valid. (D) It would be practically beneficial to the commissioner's plan if there were more low crime than high crime districts in city Y. This would enable the movement of police officers to every high crime district. However, this is not necessary to achieve the commissioner's goal of decreasing the total number of crimes in city Y. Even if there were more high-crime districts than low-crime districts in city Y, police officers could still be shifted to some (though not all) high-crime districts, and thereby possibly reduce the total number of crimes in city Y. (E) CORRECT. The police commissioner's proposal would not make sense if districts of the city from which police officers are removed experience significant crime increases shortly after the removal of those officers. This would at least partially, if not fully, negate the reduction in the number of crimes in the high- crime districts. This choice establishes that, in fact, the low-crime districts do NOT suffer from significant crime increases after the removal of some officers-- an essential assumption upon which the commissioner's proposal depends. 2. The argument concludes that rising sea levels caused by global warming will destroy major coastal population centers and displace millions of people. Any assumption in support of this conclusion would have to corroborate that these events will definitively take place. (A) CORRECT. If new technological developments in the next century allow people to divert rising seas from the world’s cities (i.e., population centers), cities will not be destroyed and millions of people will not be displaced. Thus, a necessary assumption is that these technologies will not be developed. (B) A simple awareness of the steps to reduce emissions in no way undermines the argument’s conclusion, as this answer choice does not describe any action being taken by individuals. Additionally, greenhouse gases are never mentioned as the primary by-product of human activity that causes global warming, and are therefore not sufficient to address the argument. (C) The argument never suggests that all coastal population centers are similarly affected; this choice is too extreme and overreaching for the argument’s conclusion. (D) This might be true, but it is not an assumption on which the conclusion rests. Instead, this answer choice is simply an inference that might be drawn from the premises. (E) The idea that human activity is the sole cause of global warming is neither suggested nor assumed by the argument. In addition, the wording "sole cause" is too extreme. 3. As an advertisement, this passage attempts to entice the reader into purchasing a new HitItFar driver by touting its benefits, both implied or explicit. The key to answering this question is to be able to analyze each claim to determine whether it is implied, explicitly stated, or neither. (A) By asking the reader rhetorically "isn't it time you added power ... and distance ... [by switching to the HitItFar driver]?", the advertisement implies that the use of the club will add "power ... and distance" and, hence, will improve one's play. (B) CORRECT. The advertisement states that the 12 major championships winner have recently switched to the new driver. There is nothing in the passage to imply that any of them were using the driver at the time of their victories; hence, this claim is neither implied, nor made explicitly, in the passage. (C) It is a reasonable assumption that professional golfers, particularly those skilled enough to win a major championship, are experts and know what constitutes a great club. The advertisement makes this implication and reinforces it by citing the recent decision of these golfers to switch to the HitItFar driver; this provides an implicit expert endorsement for the HitItFar driver. (D) The point of the advertisement is to prompt the reader into purchasing a new driver to replace his or her old driver in order to "add power and distance"; this implies that the new driver is superior to the reader's existing driver. (E) This claim is explicitly stated in the first sentence of the passage. 4. The researchers claim that Delta-32 prevents its carriers from contracting the Plague. They support this claim by noting that a strikingly large percentage of descendants of Plague survivors carry the mutation. We are asked to find an assumption underlying the claim. (A) The argument is specific to the relationship between Delta-32 and resistance to the Plague. Other diseases are irrelevant. (B) Again, the argument is specific to the relationship between Delta-32 and resistance to the Plague. Other diseases are irrelevant. (C) Delta-32 may have existed in its current form before the sixteenth century and the merit of the argument would not change. (D) The argument does not claim that Delta-32 prevents all bacteria-caused disease. (E) CORRECT. The researchers claim that Delta-32 prevented its carriers from contracting the Plague on the basis of its presence in descendants of Plague survivors. But it is theoretically possible that these descendants carry the mutation Delta-32 because the Plague mutated the genes of their ancestors. In order to claim that the mutation prevented the Plague, we must assume that the Plague did not cause the mutation Delta-32. 5. The author concludes that one will only be able to determine the age of a Brazilian ash by counting its rings if the temperature in the tree's environment never exceeds 95 degrees Fahrenheit. The author bases this conclusion on the fact that the tree loses rings when the temperature exceeds that level. However, if the number of rings lost by a Brazilian ash at high temperatures can be predicted, it may be possible to determine the age of a tree even if the temperature exceeds 95 degrees. (A) The argument says nothing about precipitation. This answer choice is out of scope since it would require a number of other assumptions to make it relevant to the argument's conclusion. (B) Whether other trees share this feature is irrelevant; the argument focuses only on the Brazilian ash. (C) The number of days of excessive heat needed to cause the tree to lose rings is irrelevant. (D) The thickness of the rings is irrelevant. (E) CORRECT. The conclusion is that the rings will be a reliable measure only if the temperature never exceeds 95 degrees. This is true only if there is no way to predict how many rings would be lost when the temperature does exceed 95 degrees. (If it were possible to predict this, one might be able to assess the age of a tree using its rings even if the temperature had exceeded 95 degrees.) 6. The conclusion of this argument is that the national identification system (“using licenses for purposes not directly related to operating a motor vehicle”) is un- American. The basis for this claim is that such a system would allow the government to restrict the liberty of its people. The necessary assumption is one that connects restrictions on liberties to the concept of “un-American” policies. (A) The author never mentions future presidential elections, or the role of the president in such a national identification system. Therefore, the conclusion that the national identification system is un-American does not depend on this assumption. (B) Whether the government will soon, or will ever, start curtailing the activities of dissidents is irrelevant to this argument: that the national identification system is un-American simply because it restricts the liberties of U.S. citizens. Even if the government does not abuse the power the national identification system provides, the system could still be considered un-American. (C) CORRECT. This choice connects the concept of "un-American" policies to restrictions on liberties, essentially defining blanket restrictions on citizens as un- American. (D) Whether Americans are willing to give up their right to travel freely is irrelevant to this argument: that the national identification system is un-American simply because it restricts the liberties of U.S. citizens. Even if Americans were willing to give up their right to move about without identification, the system could still be considered un-American. (E) While the author may be inclined to agree that Americans should resist the government regulation of their lives that the national identification system represents, this argument does not depend on such an assumption. In fact, the author makes a distinction between the national identification system and “licenses for purposes…directly related to operating a motor vehicle,” so it is possible that the author considers some government regulation reasonable. 7. The argument presents the facts of an apparent change in a magazine's cover features since the new publisher took control. While a gossip columnist hailed the change, newspaper editorials disagreed and concluded that the publisher favored profit over reporting. The editorials are the opponents of the gossip columnist; since their conclusion is about the publisher’s desires, there must be an assumption connecting the publisher to the covers. (A) This choice is irrelevant, as it is not connected to the conclusion. The activities of celebrities have nothing to do with the publisher’s interests. (B) CORRECT. Since the conclusion concerns the publisher’s desires based on the content of the magazine covers, the editorials have to assume that the publisher decides who is to be a cover subject. If not, there is no connection between the covers and the publisher’s interests. (C) This choice is the opposite of a necessary assumption. For the editorials to conclude that the publisher prefers profits to reporting, they have to assume that the two are mutually exclusive. (D) “Some” means “at least one,” so this is not a powerful statement in any direction. Furthermore, even if several such stars were running for political office, it is not at all necessary to assume that to conclude that the publisher was more interested in profits. (E) This choice is not correct. While it is true that the editorials must assume model and movie star covers are likely to sell more copies, it does not have to be assumed that such covers will result in the sale of triple the number of copies, or any other specific number. 8. The conclusion of the argument is that renewable sources of energy, chiefly solar and wind, will be less risky for certain utilities than nonrenewable sources, such as oil and gas. The basis for this claim is that the renewable sources will provide stable, low-cost supplies of energy, whereas the prices for nonrenewable sources will fluctuate according to availability. We are asked to find an assumption underlying this argument. In order for this argument to be valid, it must in fact be true that these renewable sources of energy will provide stable, low-cost supplies. (A) The utility companies' claim has to do with the supply risk of the new energy sources, not with how these sources are received by the public. (B) If no new supplies of traditional energy sources are found, then it is true that perhaps these nonrenewable supplies will continue to fluctuate in price in a risky manner. However, the argument does not depend upon any assumption about the future discovery of oil and gas supplies. (C) CORRECT. If we assume that weather patterns are consistent and predictable, then with the stated premises, we can conclude that solar and wind power will be less risky than oil and gas. If, on the other hand, weather patterns are not consistent and predictable, then solar and wind power are not reliable and thus will not provide "stable energy supplies at low cost." Thus, the argument's conclusion directly depends on this assumption. (D) To reach the required conclusion, it is not necessary to assume that the conversion technology for new sources is not more expensive than the present technology. (E) This choice does not directly affect the argument. Whether or not energy produced through combustion can be made less risky, the new energy sources might still be less risky than the older sources. 9. We are given two premises based on survey results: first, vanilla is the best- selling flavor of ice cream and, second, those who prefer chocolate usually don't order vanilla. The author concludes that vanilla-flavored candy should sell better than chocolate-flavored candy. The author bases this conclusion on the assumption that it is valid to extend the survey's results beyond ice cream to include candy. (A) As a stand-alone, this choice makes common sense but, in the argument, it would undermine the author's conclusion. We are asked to find an assumption upon which the author relies, which means the correct assumption should support the author's conclusion. (B) This choice is either irrelevant at best (the survey does not address children specifically) or would undermine the author's conclusion, at worst. We are asked to find an assumption upon which the author relies, which means the correct assumption should support the author's conclusion. (C) Preferences for flavors neither vanilla nor chocolate are outside of the scope of this argument. (D) This choice addresses only ice cream preferences; it does not provide any information to tie ice cream preferences to candy preferences. (E) CORRECT. This assumption supports the author's conclusion by tying ice cream preferences directly to candy preferences. 10. The conclusion of the argument is that the media are wrong in saying that the economy is entering a phase of growth and prosperity. The basis for that claim is that the number of people filing for bankruptcy has increased every month for the last six months and that bankruptcy lawyers are busier than they have been in years. In order for this argument to be valid, however, the author has to assume that the increase in the number of bankruptcies is a result of the state of the economy and not the result of something unrelated. (A) This statement does not have to be true for the claim that the media are wrong about the economy to hold. Even if unemployment rates are useful indicators of growth and prosperity, the media could still be wrong about the economy (e.g., if there are other indicators that show problems in other areas). (B) This does not have to be true for the conclusion to hold. Productivity could be a good measure of economic growth, but the media could still be wrong about the economy (e.g., if there are other indicators that show problems in other areas). (C) CORRECT. This has to be true for the conclusion to hold. If legislation has recently been passed that makes it easier to obtain bankruptcy, then the evidence cited would be less relevant. The increased number of bankruptcies could have been the result of the easier process rather than of a poor economy. (D) This does not have to be true for the conclusion to hold. An increase in the number of bankruptcy lawyers would not explain the increase in the number of bankruptcy filings. (E) This does not have to be true for the claim that the media are wrong about the economy to hold. Even if the media did not often misrepresent the current state of economic affairs, the argument that the media are wrong might still hold. 12. The correct answer is B. The conclusion of the argument is that Michelangelo must have completed the painting between 1507 and 1509. The basis for that claim is that the painting depicts a coin that did not exist before 1507 and that it contains a pigment that Michelangelo ceased using in 1509. We are asked to find an assumption that completes the logic of this argument. Choice A is incorrect. We do not need to assume that no stocks of the pigment existed after 1509. The argument is concerned only with the year in which Michelangelo stopped using the pigment. Choice B is correct. In order to conclude that the painting must have been completed before 1509 on the basis of the pigment, we must assume that he did not begin the painting before 1509 using the old pigment and complete the painting after 1509 with the new pigment. Choice C is incorrect. The fact that the general public knew of the coin in 1507 is irrelevant to the conclusion. Choice D is incorrect. The fact that the panel cannot be tested for age does not relate to either the coin or the pigment, the two bases for the conclusion. Choice E is incorrect. Whether Michelangelo's painting style changed during this period does not relate to either the coin or the pigment. 12. The conclusion of the argument is that "Company X's fuel costs this year will be significantly higher than they were last year. Why? Because some of the company's plants switched from oil to natural gas when the price of gas was lower, and now the price of gas has outstripped the price of oil. We are asked to find an assumption that is necessary for the argument to work. (A) Whether Company X has the money to cover its costs does not affect the amount of those costs. (B) We do not need to assume that the costs cannot be offset by reducing expenditures in other areas in order for Company X's costs to be higher. (C) We do not need to assume that gas will never be cheaper than oil in order for Company X's costs to be higher. (D) CORRECT. The author does not take into account the fact that only "some" of the company's plants converted to natural gas. Some of the plants, then, still use oil, which is now cheaper. So in order to conclude that the company will have to spend more on fuel, the author must assume that the extra cost of the natural gas for the plants that converted is at least as much as the cost of the oil for the plants that did not. (E) We do not need to assume that the price of oil will not suddenly rise in order for the argument to work. 13. The advertisement discusses the merits of Avian Oculars, explaining that they are reasonably priced and contain several popular features. The advertisement concludes, however, by encouraging readers to use Avian Oculars in order to see some of the world’s rarest bird species. A proper assumption must reasonably connect these diverse ideas. (A) The argument states that Avian Oculars are lightweight, but makes no direct comparison to traditional binoculars. (B) Although the advertisement is geared toward bird watchers, nothing indicates that Avian Oculars should be used only by bird watchers. Even if Avian Oculars were used by individuals other than bird watchers, no information in the advertisement would be undermined. (C) CORRECT. The conclusion of the advertisement is that, by using Avian Oculars, the reader will see some of the world’s rarest bird species on his or her next bird watching trip. In order for this to be true, the reader would have to have access to these rare bird species. Even the best bird watching technology would prove useless to view a particular species of bird if the species were not present. (D) This choice is true, but it is not an assumption. Remember, an assumption is an unstated piece of information that ties a conclusion to its premises. This particular answer choice is simply a stated premise from the second sentence of the argument. (E) This argument presents one specific product, Avian Oculars, which is specifically designed with birding enthusiasts in mind. From this information, we cannot assume that birding enthusiasts themselves determined the specifications of Avian Oculars, nor can we make any assumptions about who determines the specifications of other products. 14. The basic structure of this argument is fact that “mold is almost always found in places where there is substantial moisture,” so therefore, to avoid mold and the resultant mold poisoning, then people should take steps to prevent wet areas. This argument assumes that wet areas occur first, causing mold to grow. Conversely, this assumption requires that the mold growth itself does not occur first, creating wet areas as a result. (A) CORRECT. The argument depends on the assumption that the reason mold and wetness are observed together is that wet areas cause mold growth. If the reverse causation (mold causes wetness) were true, then keeping all plumbing in good condition to prevent leakage would do little to prevent the growth of mold. This choice eliminates the alternate causation. (B) If most homeowners know enough about plumbing to determine whether theirs is in good condition, then the recommendation made in this argument would be more useful. However, this is not an assumption on which the argument depends. (C) Even if mold could grow in dry areas, the fact that mold is almost always found in wet areas is still valid. This is the fact upon which the argument is based, so the argument does not depend on the unnecessarily absolute assertion that mold cannot grow in dry areas. (D) Even if some varieties of mold are harmless, the conclusion of this argument, that “one should make sure to keep all internal plumbing in good condition to prevent leakage” and minimize mold growth, could still be valid. Therefore, this argument does not depend on the unnecessarily absolute assertion that no varieties of mold are harmless. (E) Whether mold spores can be filtered from the air may be relevant to a conclusion about the health effects of mold in the home, but it is not directly relevant to this conclusion, that “one should make sure to keep all internal plumbing in good condition to prevent leakage” and minimize mold growth. 15. The conclusion of the argument is that the majority of American citizens believe in the death penalty while the majority of Filipino citizens do not. This conclusion is based solely on the fact that the death penalty is legal in the United States while it is now illegal in the Philippines. The argument assumes that there is a link between the legal status of capital punishment and the beliefs of the majority of citizens. (A) While the number of murders per year might influence beliefs about capital punishment, there is certainly no necessary correlation. Moreover, the difference in the number of murders per year in the United States and the Philippines has little relevance without knowing the relative populations of the two countries. (B) CORRECT. It is possible that the legal status of capital punishment in the United States and the Philippines does NOT align with how the majority of citizens in those countries view the death penalty. For example, it may be that the governing bodies of one or both countries are out of touch with the views of the populace. The argument assumes that this is NOT the case. (C) Even if there were strong voices opposing the death penalty in the United States, the argument might still hold. The argument is based on the views of the majority of citizens in the United States, not on all US citizens. (D) The argument addresses whether or not citizens of the United States and the Philippines believe in the death penalty. The reasons behind those beliefs, as presented in this choice, are irrelevant to the logic of the argument. (E) The argument is centered on whether or not citizens of the United States and the Philippines believe in the death penalty. While the legal standard used to sentence criminals to the death penalty might impact why individuals hold certain beliefs, it has no impact on the logic of the argument. 16. Although the premises of this argument suggest only a correlation between smoking and anxiety or nervousness, the argument has a causal conclusion: it concludes that smoking causes individuals to be anxious and nervous (i.e., that A causes B). Any assumption in a causal argument must support the causal “direction” of the conclusion, that A causes B as opposed to some other explanation. Often, assumptions support a causal conclusion either by eliminating an alternate cause for the conclusion (that C did not cause B) or by demonstrating that the causation, if one exists, is in the proper direction (that B did not cause A). (A) The argument concludes that smoking causes anxiety and nervousness. Whether these maladies lead to more serious health problems is not relevant to the conclusion. (B) CORRECT. For smoking to be the cause of anxiety and nervousness (i.e., that A caused B) it must be true that these individuals were not more likely to be anxious and nervous before they started smoking. If smokers had these preconditions, which contributed to their decision to begin smoking (i.e., that B caused A), our conclusion – that smoking causes these maladies – would be incorrect. (C) The argument concludes that smoking causes anxiety and nervousness. The number of survey respondents is not relevant to the conclusion. (D) The argument concludes that smoking causes anxiety and nervousness. The awareness of the health problems related to smoking is not relevant to the conclusion. (E) The argument is not based on the immediate impact that smoking has on anxiety and nervousness. Moreover, the argument never compares some smokers to other smokers. 17. The argument concludes that the stock of the firm will experience rapid growth. The basis for this claim is that the firm has shown strong historical performance that is likely to continue in the future. The stock will appreciate dramatically in the future as a result only if it has not already appreciated in anticipation of the company's expected growth. (A) The argument focused on the potential for stock appreciation rather than company weight in the industry. A company with a large market share may well experience poor stock performance, while a company with a small market share may continue to grow and increase in value. (B) Since the conclusion of the argument is made regarding the future outlook, it is not necessary to assume that the company had been growing, or had even existed, prior to the past 5 years. A new firm that has been in existence for only 5 years may well present an excellent investment opportunity. (C) This statement is explicitly stated in the argument and therefore does not have to be assumed. (D) CORRECT. If this assumption were not true, i.e. if the current stock price already reflects future growth prospects, then the premise that the company will experience high growth is certainly insufficient to warrant future stock price appreciation, since all of this growth would already be reflected in the current price. It is necessary to assume that the current price of Company X stock does not yet reflect the promising growth prospects of the firm, allowing the possibility that the stock price will rise further. (E) Note that the argument makes a claim about the absolute return of stock X rather than its return relative to the industry. Therefore, to justify the rapid growth in the stock price, it is not necessary to assume that the company will outperform its competitors. For example, if the industry itself is growing very rapidly, other companies in the industry can experience just as rapid appreciation in stock prices. 18. Antoine is alarmed that the number of children on antipsychotic medication has increased by 73 percent. Lucy begins her reply with “but,” indicating that she is about to counter either Antoine’s facts or his alarm; she accepts his facts but addresses his alarm. If the number of children taking antipsychotic medication is still within the normal range, the rate at which the total number has increased is not cause for alarm. Lucy uses information about adult use of such drugs to imply that the lower rate of antipsychotic drug use in children must also be normal. (A) Lucy’s argument is about a normal level of antipsychotic drug use; how rarely or frequently that level is exceeded is outside the scope of her argument. (B) Lucy uses the percentage of adults taking antipsychotic medication to illustrate normal levels of the use of such drugs. It happens that the percentage of children taking such medication last year was lower than the percentage of adults, but her argument does not require the assumption that that will always be the case. (C) CORRECT. If there is no difference between children and adults on the matter of antipsychotic drug use, then Lucy can legitimately use information about adult use of such drugs to imply that the lower rate of antipsychotic drug use by children must also be normal. On the other hand, if this assumption were not valid – for example, if children responded differently to the drugs, or if the rate of the drug use by adults is considered too high for children – then Lucy’s statement would not be enough to address Antoine’s alarm. (D) Lucy’s argument is not based on the figure Antoine cites and does not assume its accuracy or inaccuracy. Rather, her argument uses the relative adult and child rates of antipsychotic drug use to point out that Antoine’s statistic is not inconsistent with a normal rate of such use in children. (E) The fear of random violence by adolescents is not part of Lucy’s argument; this statement is irrelevant. 19. The question asks for an assumption made by the reader. The reader’s conclusion is that academic rigor is in decline, based on the percentage of colleges granting a majority of their degrees in the liberal arts mentioned in the article. To draw this conclusion, the reader must assume that degrees not in the liberal arts were not as academically rigorous. (A) It is not necessary for the reader to assume that the percentage will continue to drop. The reader's conclusion concerns the present. Assumptions must be both unstated and necessary. (B) This extreme statement is not a necessary assumption. The reader does not have to assume that all colleges should do so; the conclusion only relies on an assumption that 5.5% is too low. (C) CORRECT. To conclude that the low percentage of colleges granting the majority of their degrees in the liberal arts indicates a decline in academic rigor, the reader must assume that other degree programs required less academic rigor. If not, this evidence would not indicate a decline in academic rigor. (D) This is not a necessary assumption. The relative importance of academic rigor is irrelevant to the reader’s claim. That claim only asserts that academic rigor, in isolation, is in decline. The claim has nothing to do with its importance relative to other attributes. (E) It is not necessary to assume anything specific about the schools that do not grant a majority of their degrees in the liberal arts, as they are not the subject of the evidence or the conclusion. The reader feels that the low percentage mentioned is evidence enough; it is not necessary to assume any arbitrary level below the 50% of degrees standard that the article and the reader use. 20. The doctor concludes that federal legislation prohibiting the sale of video games to minors would help reduce the incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome. This conclusion hinges on the assumption that the only way for adolescents to access video games is to purchase the games themeslves. (A) Majority consensus in the legislature has no bearing on whether the recommended legislation would actually help to curb carpal tunnel syndrome. (B) This argument states that "adolescents who play video games on a regular basis are three times as likely to develop carpal tunnel syndrome." Thus, the argument directly indicates that carpal tunnel syndrome does not affect all adolescents who play video games. Rather than an assumption, this answer choice is simply an inference drawn from the text. (C) The fact that adolescents can develop carpal tunnel syndrome by means other than playing video games has no bearing on whether the recommended legislation would help to curb carpal tunnel syndrome. (D) CORRECT. In order for the doctor's recommended legislation to reduce the incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome among adolescents, the prohibition from the purchase of video games must result in the actual possession of fewer video games. Thus, it must be assumed that parents will not simply purchase video games for their children. (E) The fact that video games can benefit adolescents in other ways has no bearing on whether the recommended legislation would help to curb carpal tunnel syndrome. 21. The management concludes that a 10% increase in gasoline prices will result in a 10% increase in revenues from the sale of gasoline. In order to reach this conclusion, we need to assume that the amount of gasoline sold will not drop despite the higher prices. (A) CORRECT. This assumption is critical to justify the projection that a 10% increase in gas prices will result in a 10% increase in revenues from gasoline sales. Note that if this assumption does not hold, the management’s projection will collapse. For example, if consumers switch to public transportation or simply start to drive less in response to the higher prices, the revenues of the company will not increase by the same amount as the increase in the sales price. In fact, if the decline in gasoline consumption is substantial (e.g. 20%) the company will experience lower rather than higher revenues. (B) The issue of profits is irrelevant to the management’s conclusion about revenues from the sale of gasoline. (C) Since the management’s projection concerns only the sales of gasoline, revenues of other business lines are beyond the scope of the argument. (D) Since the management’s conclusion concentrates on revenues, the issue of costs is beyond the scope of the argument. (E) It is not necessary to assume that the supply of gasoline will decline, since the price increase can be driven by a variety of other factors, such as production costs, market environment, and others. 22. The conclusion of the argument is contained in the last sentence, that "the methods that the prospector had used to determine the size of the oil deposit must have been inaccurate." The evidence provided is that the prospector reported a large oil deposit that was later determined to be much smaller in size. We are asked to find an unstated assumption that makes the conclusion valid based upon this evidence. In order to do this, we need to assume that there is not another reason why the prospector might have reported a larger oil deposit than actually existed. (A) It is not necessary to the conclusion that a third party affirmed the company's determination that the oil deposit turned out to be small. The conclusion accepts that the oil deposit was indeed smaller than indicated by the prospector, and focuses on the cause of the discrepancy as opposed to the discrepancy itself. (B) CORRECT. The argument concludes that the prospector's methods resulted in inaccurate measurements of the size of the oil deposit. This assumes that the prospector did not simply misreport or misrepresent the measurements, presumably for personal gain. This answer choice addresses the most plausible alternative explanation to the one given, and is necessary for the conclusion to stand based upon the evidence presented. (C) The commercial feasibility or profitability of the oil deposit is not integral to the argument, or its conclusion. This statement is not an assumption that would support the conclusion. 
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